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2016 HIGHLIGHTS
POUNDS OF FOOD DISTRIBUTED *
(in millions)

2014
15.0

2015
15.7

HEALTHY FOOD DISTRIBUTED IN 2016

16.4

2013
12.8

Includes

million
pounds
distributed
in 2016

bread,
entrees,
soups &
dressings

31.8%

68.2%
Healthy
Staples

*Includes food shared through the Feeding America Network

222

Food Distribution
Partners

6,215 volunteers provided

69,914
Total Hours

1,780

Food & Nutrition Services (FNS)
Outreach Applications

3,328

Families accessed the
MANNA Food HelpLine

Healthy staples
includes meat/
fish/poultry,
non-meat
proteins, rice
and some dairy
products.
Over half of the
healthy staples
distributed was
fresh, canned,
and frozen fruits
and vegetables.

216,756

Total pounds of fresh produce
distributed via MANNA Express

Total distribution of

153,247

MANNA Packs in 16 counties

+ 10,343

Summer Packs in 9 counties

MANNA PACKS MILESTONE

MANNA PACKS DISTRIBUTION LOCATIONS
MANNA Packs Distributed to

OVER
1.1 MILLION
packs distributed
since 2006

4,800

kids per week at 172 sites
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There are times when those of us blessed to be associated with MANNA struggle to balance the
satisfaction with what has been accomplished against the realization of challenges that remain
ahead. By any measure, 2016 was a year of significant achievement, with the efforts of our staff,
partner agencies, donors and volunteers resulting in record distribution of food across the
sixteen counties we serve, nearly one-third of which represented fresh produce.
Our Space to Erase Hunger campaign, launched in 2014, reached a very successful conclusion this
past fall with total contributions from individuals, companies, foundations, and other community
support partners exceeding $3 million. This provided the means to increase significantly
MANNA’s freezer and cooler capacity, renovate our warehouse, reconfigure administrative
offices, and create additional space for agency shopping and food distribution. With these
improvements, MANNA is significantly better positioned to continue its mission of involving,
educating, and uniting people in the work of ending hunger in Western North Carolina.
In 1983, MANNA began working out of the basement of Eliada Homes, delivering 40,000
pounds of food in its first year. Incredibly, our distribution now exceeds that amount on a daily
basis. While it is clear these efforts have a substantial impact in combating food insecurity,
it is sometimes difficult to consider our vision – a hunger-free Western North Carolina – and
wonder if it is truly possible. What we do know is that the issues underlying hunger are
incredibly persistent. A rising economy does not materially improve conditions if job creation
is at subsistence-wage levels. Moreover, food insecurity rarely occurs in isolation. Instead, it is
just one result of the spending tradeoffs people are forced to make when choosing among basic
healthcare, housing, transportation, and other essential needs. To be sure, this does not reflect
a futility in our work at MANNA, but a realization that a collective effort across the communities
of Western North Carolina is necessary to bring about meaningful, longer-term impact. These
are indeed problems that we can, and must, solve together. What is most encouraging from
your continuing support is that the will to do so clearly exists.
From a personal standpoint, I’d like to acknowledge the extraordinary leadership provided by
Cindy Threlkeld, who retired as MANNA’s Executive Director in April, 2016. Cindy served for the
past five years and was instrumental in strengthening the organization’s infrastructure, staff,
and donor base, all while achieving operational excellence and expanding food distribution by
over 60 percent. On May 1, we were delighted to welcome Hannah Randall as Chief Executive
Officer. We are confident that Hannah’s strong leadership skills, passion for our mission, and
dedication to the communities in which we work are ideally suited to helping us meet the
challenges going forward.
Thank you for your ongoing support of MANNA FoodBank. The MANNA Board’s highest
priorities remain accountability and stewardship for the resources you so generously provide.

Jim Mathews
Board President
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Dear Friends,
As you review this 2016 annual report, we hope you will see what an important part you play in
each success and achievement described in these pages. This report is not just an accounting
of what MANNA has accomplished in the last year – it is a record of the real impact you have
helped create in people’s lives through your involvement with the MANNA community. Hunger
is a problem we can solve together, and your engagement with MANNA FoodBank affirms
this collective commitment. Throughout this report, you will learn of our efforts to address
the intersection between food insecurity and health risks; our continuous focus on building
even greater efficiencies in our operations and programs; and our unwavering commitment to
excellent stewardship of every resource available to us.
2016 was an extraordinary year for MANNA on multiple levels. At a time when we have recorded
yet another historic amount of food distributed to people across our region, it is critical that we
continue to evaluate and evolve our operations to stay nimble and lean, and to be increasingly
responsive to the daily challenges of distributing increasing amounts of perishable foods.
This organizational priority on efficiency, coupled with your support, helped us expand
and elevate our most fundamental programs in 2016. We have advanced our commitment
to provide not only enough food, but healthy, balanced plates of food by strategically
implementing innovative methods and evidence based approaches designed to support the
health and well-being of those we serve. Miraculously, together we were able to maximize every
resource to meet the growing need across our 16-county service area, providing the equivalent
of 37,500 meals per day to those in need, and providing 3.5 meals for every donated dollar.
Our regional reach gives us both an unparalleled view of the scope of hunger in Western
North Carolina, and what it means in the day-to-day lives of the people we serve. Last year,
our partner network experienced a surge in the number of residents seeking food support,
our Food HelpLine fielded an increase in call volume, and we stretched to fill those families’
tables. We expect 2017 to be a year that demands us to stretch even further; however, we
are confident that through the faithful support of our incredible donors, volunteers, and
collaborative partners, we can and will once again be there for those who depend on us.
As we look to the future, it is with your help—our cherished donors, volunteers and partners –
that we will continue to stretch our efforts even further. Together, we will meet the growing
need to ensure that those we serve receive food that not only fills their stomachs, but nourishes
their bodies.
We are committed to be there for the people in need in each of our 16 counties and know that
hunger is a problem that we can solve together.
Thank you.

Hannah Randall
MANNA FoodBank CEO
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HOW MANNA WORKS
THE FOOD FLOW

Hunt

SOURCE FOOD
MANNA partners with
local grocers, businesses,
individual donors, and
public programs to
source food.

Gather

PROCURE & STORE
MANNA receives
and inventories food
immediately into a
real-time online
ordering system.

Prepare

PICK UP & DELIVERY
Partner agencies pick up
food directly from MANNA,
and MANNA’s truck fleet
delivers food to all
16 WNC counties.

Share

FOOD TO PEOPLE
The 220+ MANNA partner
agency network, mainly
staffed by volunteers,
gets food directly to
the people who
need it.

VITAL RESOURCES: THE HEART AND SOUL OF MANNA
VOLUNTEERS:

FINANCIAL SUPPORTERS:

MANNA’s volunteer corps is
the foundation of the food
bank’s hunger relief work across
WNC, and one of the primary
reasons that MANNA can do so
much with so little. Over 6,000
volunteers work together every
year in every aspect of the food
bank’s daily operations. In 2016,
6,215 volunteers helped MANNA
distribute the food for 13.7 million
meals – over 37,500 meals every
day of the year.

MANNA’s donors understand
the urgency of our daily work to
distribute food and are literally
invested in the food bank’s mission
to end hunger. While MANNA relies
on the funding support of a variety
of sources, individual donors
continue to be our largest base
of funding support. We take this
responsibility to donors seriously:
MANNA’s commitment to excellent
stewardship is an organizational
value, and a daily practice.

FOOD DONORS:

PARTNER AGENCIES:

Food donors provide the solution
to the problem of hunger. MANNA
is able to source millions of
pounds of food every year thanks
to the support of food donors
and funders. MANNA works
closely with local grocery retailers,
farmers and packing houses to
source the food needed to feed
families struggling with empty
plates.

The Partner Agency Network is
the front line in MANNA’s work to
end hunger in the 16 counties of
WNC. The Partner Agency Network
of food pantries, soup kitchens,
shelters, community organizations,
church ministries, produce
markets, and other assistance
groups provides food distributed
by MANNA directly to residents in
their local communities.
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FOOD DONATIONS &
PROCUREMENT
Food is the purpose, the product, and the immediate solution to MANNA’s work of ending
hunger, and this work would not be possible without strong relationships with the food and
grocery industry. In 2016, 69.4 percent of the total food sourced was donated; 61.8 percent of
all the food sourced by MANNA was donated by businesses: local grocers, farmers, produce
packing houses, and other food industry partners.

FOOD SOURCES

FOOD DISTRIBUTED BY COUNTY
(in pounds)

Purchased: 13.3%
Federally
Funded: 10.8%

1.4 million
pounds to other
food banks

State
Funded:
6.4%
Includes
Food Drives:
1.5%,
Food Industry:
61.8%,
Other Food
Banks: 6.1%

281,381
500,208
675,491

1,093,255

Total Pounds
Donated
69.4%

358,460

4,578,156

780,079

281,551
317,647

689,833

943,344

1,320,683
1,860,733

301,309

534,202
525,583

MANNA FOOD DONORS (in pounds)
2,000,000 AND ABOVE
Ingles Markets
Walmart
1,000,000-1,999,999
USDA – The Emergency Food
Assistance Program (TEFAP)
500,000-999,999
Flavor 1st Growers and Packers
Lipman Family Farms
Food Lion
250,000-499,999
BI-LO
Sam’s Club

100,000-249,999
Bimbo Bakeries USA
ConAgra Brands
Flowers Food
J.W. Johnson Tomato Company
Legacy Produce
Paul Collins Produce Company
Target
Trader Joe’s
50,000-99,999
ALDI
Chiquita Brands International
National Association of Letter Carriers
Branch 248
New Sprout Organic Farms
Publix
Rotarians Against Hunger

THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING
FEEDING AMERICA AFFILIATES:
Feeding Texas
Florida Association of Food Banks
Food Bank of Central and Eastern
North Carolina
Food Bank of the Albemarle
Second Harvest Food Bank of
Central Florida
Second Harvest Food Bank
of Northeast Tennessee
Second Harvest Food Bank
of Northwest North Carolina
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INVOLVE
MANNA FoodBank’s mission to involve, educate, and unite people in the work of ending hunger in
Western North Carolina is all about community. MANNA distributes food to a great diversity of
communities across 6,434 square miles of mountainous terrain in 16 counties. Our vision of a hunger-free
WNC is shared by a community of people of all ages, education, experience and walks of life. Elementary
school students collect cans and host fundraisers, volunteers run food pantries, and our local grocer,
Ingles Markets, donates millions of pounds of food. This is how communities across the mountains
get involved to address the issue of hunger – an issue that invisibly invades every WNC community.
PROGRAMS
FOOD DISTRIBUTION PROGRAM
The Food Distribution Program is MANNA’s core
mission. MANNA’s daily efforts are focused primarily
on this vital hunger relief program. In 2016, this
program utilized the 220+ members of the Partner
Agency Network to distribute 16.4 million pounds
of food to people in need.

MANNA Express: MANNA Express is MANNA’s newest
method of fresh food delivery to support the Food
Distribution Program. MANNA Express utilizes a
dedicated group of 25+ volunteer drivers that operate
MANNA’s non-commercial refrigerated trucks to
deliver perishable foods directly to a partner pantry on
the day they distribute food to their community. The
purpose is two-fold: first, it gets fresh, perishable food
to residents faster, extending the life of fresh food;
second, it allows a pantry to provide fresh food that
might need refrigeration – something many pantries
do not have the means to accommodate. Thanks to
this delivery system, in 2016, over 346,000 pounds of
fresh food went to the very people who need it most.

MANNA PACKS FOR KIDS
AND SUMMER PACKS
Children are especially vulnerable to hunger, and in
WNC over 25 percent of children don’t have regular
access to food. Tens of thousands of children in our
area depend on free and reduced school meals for
regular fuel to learn, grow, and have an active life,
but face an empty fridge on the weekends and during
school breaks.

MANNA Packs for Kids is a direct assistance program
dedicated to feeding children. For the last decade,
MANNA volunteers have delivered thousands of packs
of food to over 170 sites across WNC. MANNA has
distributed over 1.1 million MANNA Packs since the
program began. MANNA works with school teachers,
guidance counselors, and school administrators to
identify the students in most need first, and discreetly
slip a pack of food into a student’s backpack with food
for the weekend. In 2016, MANNA provided packs to
over 4,800 children every week.

FNS OUTREACH AND FOOD HELPLINE
Over 1.4 million North Carolina residents utilized the
Food and Nutrition Services program in 2016. Food and
Nutrition Services (FNS) is North Carolina’s food stamp
program and is the most successful federal program
for reducing poverty and food insecurity, especially for
the two most vulnerable populations: children and
seniors. Despite working full time, many WNC families
still struggle to make ends meet, and FNS helps fill
empty plates by bridging a grocery budget gap.
MANNA’s FNS outreach work provides direct support
to low-income and underemployed families needing
assistance with applying or recertifying for food
stamps, as well as providing resources to other
emergency food locations, like pantries in their area.
The MANNA Food HelpLine, staffed by highly trained
volunteers and MANNA staff, provides this support via
a toll-free number, and allows residents to seek food
assistance from the privacy of their own home.
1,780 FNS applications
provided

Average length of time
a resident utilizes FNS

meals

months

1,072,779

FNS households
with children, seniors,
or disabled persons

76%

8-10

$1 in FNS
benefits generates

$1.70

in local economic activity
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EDUCATE
HUNGER IN WNC: While the nation’s economy continues to recover from the effects of the 2008
recession, and North Carolina as a whole appears to be stabilizing, poverty in Western North Carolina
is on the rise. Residents continue to scramble to make ends meet. As a result, 1 in 6 people, and 1 in 4
children, struggles with hunger in Western North Carolina.
Residents in WNC are faced with several obstacles that are unique to this area, making WNC one of
the most food-insecure regions in the country.

Housing is expensive: WNC has
the most expensive housing market
in North Carolina, and housing
costs are expected to keep rising
as the region continues to grow in
popularity with visitors. In 2016,
the Asheville metro area reported
a 99 percent occupancy rate. This
high demand for housing makes
it difficult to find rental property,
especially affordable rentals.

Wages are stagnant: While living
expenses continue to rise, wages
across WNC remain stagnant, and
much of the available employment
in the area is low wage, with
minimal benefits, if any. Many
families in our region must work
more than one job to make ends
meet, and even with two incomeearners in a household, a family still
might not be able to fully cover the
basics of housing, utilities,
and transportation.

Healthy foods cost more: Fresh
produce, dairy, lean proteins and
nuts are among the healthiest foods
we can eat, but they are also some
of the most expensive. Families on
strict food budgets can’t afford to
“experiment” with vegetables that
children might not eat, or with foods
they have never prepared. Often,
people must simply choose cheaper
filler foods with little nutritional
value to stretch their dollar further.

Because of obstacles like these, and others, MANNA FoodBank and the Partner Agency Network saw an increased
need for food assistance in 2016, and in response to the demand, distributed a record 16.4 million pounds of food
to people in need.

2016 ANNUAL REPORT
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FRESH FOOD PROCUREMENT & CAPACITY
MANNA’s recent Space to Erase Hunger capital
campaign renovation was completed in the spring of
2016, increasing the food bank’s capacity to source,
warehouse, and distribute nutrient-rich fresh foods
with increased freezer and cooler space. This vital
renovation is a tangible investment by the WNC
community to address food waste and redirect this
fresh food to those that need it most. MANNA’s
focus on fresh food is one way the community is
addressing the health of our clients. In 2016, over
25 percent of the food MANNA distributed in WNC
was fresh fruits and vegetables.

FOODS TO ENCOURAGE (F2Es)
Over 68 percent of the total food distributed in 2016
was categorized as Foods To Encourage, or F2Es.
Foods To Encourage are foods recognized by Feeding
America that focus on good health – fruits, vegetables,
whole grains, low-fat dairy, and lean proteins. These
dietary recommendations align closely with the USDA’s
MyPlate Dietary Guidelines for Americans.

PINCHED
SIMULATIONS

PINCHED is MANNA’s educational simulation that
places a participant in the shoes of someone
navigating the obstacles of poverty. The simulation
is specific to the obstacles WNC families face every
day and is designed to illustrate how easily these
compounding circumstances of economic struggle
can lead quickly to food insecurity. PINCHED stands
for Personal Immersion Navigating the Costs and
Hardship of Economic Distress.

Research shows that people experiencing food
insecurity often purchase the cheapest foods available
to keep food on the table. This spending trade-off
negatively impacts health issues like diabetes and
high blood pressure, because cheaper foods often
lack nutritional value. Even as the need for food grows,
MANNA’s commitment to nutrition remains a priority.
Nutrition WORKS is an organization-wide effort to
procure and provide access to healthy food. Thanks
to Mission Community Investment funding in 2016,
MANNA launched two new nutrition-focused efforts.

Nutritional Nudges: MANNA is working to educate
partners on strategies to encourage clients to make
healthy food choices at the pantry. On-site cooking
demos have increased the amount of produce clients
take home, especially when paired with MANNA
Express deliveries.
Clinic Referrals: MANNA is partnering with the YMCA
and six medical clinics in three counties. The clinics
screen patients for food insecurity, and refer those
who screen positive to the MANNA Food HelpLine and
the YMCA Mobile Kitchen. The HelpLine offers FNS
application assistance and connections to network
food resources. The YMCA Mobile Kitchen brings free
produce to each clinic twice a month and provides
nutrition education.
Thermo Fisher Scientific donated

151

refrigeration units in 2016, increasing the MANNA
network’s capacity for fresh food.
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UNITE
Our shared vision for a hunger-free WNC motivates
members of the community to unite in the work
of ending hunger. Thanks to the dedication of our
supporters, we can continue the daily work to find
solutions to food insecurity. The problem of hunger is
one that we can solve, but we must do it together.

Annual Sponsors
PLATINUM SPONSOR
HARRAH’S CHEROKEE CASINO RESORT
GOLD SPONSOR
The Cantina at
Historic Biltmore
Village
Friday Staffing

COLLECTIVE IMPACT
MANNA has a strong foundation as the leader in local
efforts to address food insecurity, but we cannot do it
alone. MANNA’s work to end hunger in WNC depends
on a vibrant network of dedicated community partners
to address the fundamental human need for food.
This network unites partner agency pantries, local
schools and government organizations, individuals
that refuse to accept hunger as a reality, and the
local business community in a focused purpose to
address hunger in WNC. This collective work addresses
redirecting food from the landfill to the food bank,
sourcing nutritious foods to support clients’ health,
and identifying communities where a grocery gap
is creating a growing need for food – especially for
vulnerable residents like children and seniors.

SPECIAL EVENTS
MANNA’s special events are a fun way to engage with
a community passionate about feeding people, while
having a great time and raising money to help provide
tens of thousands of meals to WNC residents every
day. These special events feature the best our area
has to offer: local restaurants and brewers, worldrenowned musicians and performers, and a thriving
arts community.

SILVER SPONSORS
Mast General Store
Dixon Hughes
Goodman
COPPER SPONSORS
Mike Brown Subaru

FUNDRAISERS IN 2016
Blue Jean Ball, Empty Bowls,
and Holiday Gift Wrap helped provide

860,000+ Meals

EVENT SPONSORS
PATRONS
Asheville
Citizen-Times
Biltmore
DoubleTree by Hilton
Asheville-Biltmore
Empire Distributors
Highwater Clays
iHeartMedia
Asheville
Odyssey Center for
Ceramic Arts
Blue Jean Ball Sponsor
Empty Bowls Sponsor

PARTNERS
Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of
North Carolina
Classic Event Rental
Food Lion
Ingles Markets
Lamar Advertising
Louise T. &
Patrick L. O’Connor
Mosaix Group. Inc.
Pepsi-Cola Bottling
of Asheville
Publix
SunTrust

SUPPORTER
Alsco
Anurja Interactive
Blossman Gas
Brunk Auctions
Inform Systems Data
Documents, Inc.
Mountain 2 Sea
Environmental, LLC
RHA Health Services

ADVOCATES
Alford Design
Blue Ridge Premier
Medicine
Carter, P.C.
Danny’s Dumpsters
Deerfield Episcopal
Retirement Community
Echoview Farm
Evergreen Packaging
Jan Davis Tire Store
Jason DeCristofaro
Music
MedAge, PLLC

New Belgium Brewing
Company
Outside In
Photography
Owle
Construction LLC
Parsec Financial
Paycor
The Policy Group
SleepSwag
Sourwood Inn
Welcome to Mars
Zealandia Capital,
Inc.
Zoe Dental
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SUPPORT
COMMUNITY
SUPPORT
PARTNERS
$10,000 AND ABOVE
Beverly-Hanks &
Associates
Biltmore Baptist Church
Combined Federal
Campaign
Design Logic, Inc.*+
Earth Fare*
Eaton Corporation+
Feeding America,
thanks to Disney
Worldwide
Feeding America,
thanks to Food Lion
Feeding America,
thanks to Red Nose Day
Feeding America,
thanks to Walmart
Grainger, Inc.
Harris Teeter*
HomeTrust Bank+
Ingles Markets, Inc.
Jackson County Finance
Office
Metal Roofing
Systems, Inc.*+
Network Sciences, Inc.*
State Employees
Credit Union
Thermo Fisher
Scientific LLC*
Trinity Mechanical
Systems, Inc.*+
United States
Department of
Agriculture+
United Way of Asheville
and Buncombe County
United Way of
Henderson County
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SOURCES OF PRIVATE SUPPORT (Fiscal year 2015-2016)
Waynesville Rotary Club
Wells Fargo Bank

Community
Organizations: 7%

$5,000-9,999
Asheville Retail
Associates LLC
Asheville Savings Bank+
Feeding America,
thanks to ConAgra
Foods
Feeding America,
thanks to General Mills
Food Lion
Jubilee! Community
MAHEC
NCCE – McDowell
County Center*
Pepsi-Cola Bottling
Company+
Skyland Distributing Co
United Healthcare
Community & State
United Way of Haywood
County
Walnut Cove Members
Association
Wilsonart*

United Way: 8%

$2,500-4,999
A Rooter King, Inc.
A.C. Reynolds
High School
AllCare Clinical
Associates
Asheville Cotton
Company
Beach Hensley Homes
The Biltmore Company+
Continental Automotive
Feeding America,
thanks to Bank of
America
Feeding America,
thanks to Kellogg
Company

INDIVIDUAL
DONOR LEVELS

Foundations:
9%

$10,000 or more
22
$5,000-$9,999
26
$1,000-$4,999
326
$500-$999
416
$100-$499
2,565
$1-$99
5,191

Individuals:
43%

Businesses:
15%

Gifts
In Kind:
18%

Feeding America,
thanks to Kraft Heinz
First Baptist Church
of Asheville*+
GE Matching Gift
Program
Granny’s Kitchen
Restaurant & Catering
Henderson County
Hunger Coalition
Isis Restaurant
& Music Hall
Jus’ Running
Maggie Valley United
Methodist Church
Mast General Store
Mountain View Free Will
Baptist Church
NC Retail Merchants
Association
The King Arthur Flour
Company, Inc.
Trinity Episcopal Church
Unitarian Universalist
Congregation of
Asheville
Williams Companies+

TOTAL

FOUNDATIONS
$25,000 AND ABOVE
Buncombe County
Service Foundation, Inc.
Community Foundation
of Western North
Carolina
James H. Cummings
Foundation, Inc.+
The Glass Foundation,
Inc.+
Community Investment
of Mission Health
Pisgah Investments
Foundation, Inc.+
Walmart Foundation
$10,000-24,999
CarePartners
Foundation+
Community Foundation
of Henderson County
The McMichael Family
Foundation
Provident Benevolent
Foundation+

8,546

The Stiver Foundation
Edward N. Ziegler &
Gladys P. Ziegler Private
Foundation, Inc.
$5,000-9,999
Bank of America
Charitable Foundation
The Beattie Foundation
The Raymond E.
and Ellen F. Crane
Foundation
Perry N. Rudnick
Endowment
Woodforest Charitable
Foundation

*includes gifts in kind
+includes donations to
the Space to Erase Hunger
Capital Campaign
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President: Jim Mathews
Vice President:
Melody Dunlop
Treasurer: Sage Turner
Secretary: Judy Butler
Past President:
Jim Peterson
Past Secretary: Joyce Miles
Member-At-Large:
Scott McLean, SPHR

Elaine Beattie
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Chuck Cloninger
Jeff Grindstaff
Barry D. Kampe
Allen King
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Rasheeda McDaniels
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Louise T. O’Connor

Karen Olsen
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Ross Sloan
Janie Wilson
Chief Executive Officer:
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Past Executive Director:
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Emeritus Board Members:
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Sheryl Williams

AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENT
FISCAL YEAR 2015-2016

KEY FINANCIAL INDICATORS

FISCAL YEAR
TOTAL 2016

FISCAL YEAR
TOTAL 2015

FISCAL YEAR
TOTAL 2014

ACTIVITIES:				
Revenues and Other Support

$25,573,408**

Expenses

$25,546,764

$27,567,458**
$25,703,248

Investment Income

-$42,802

Increase (decrease) in Net Assets

-$16,1581

$24,951,747*
$24,037,219

$22,728
$1,886,9381

$146,841
$1,061,369

Net Assets at Beginning of Year

$7,812,141

$5,925,203

$4,863,834

Net Assets at End of Year

$7,795,983

$7,812,141

$5,925,203

FINANCIAL POSITION:				
Current Assets

$2,688,278

$3,686,978

$3,070,911

Long-Term Assets

$6,020,320

$4,690,943

$3,103,075

Total Assets

$8,708,598

$8,377,921

$6,173,986

$912,615

$565,780

$248,783

Total Liabilities
Net Assets

$7,795,983

$7,812,141

$5,925,203

Total Liabilities and Net Assets

$8,708,598

$8,377,921

$6,173,986

FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES:				
Program Expenses
Management & General
Fundraising

Total Functional Expenses

$23,887,324

$24,272,581

$22,705,436

$835,028

$627,598

$572,500

$824,412

$803,069

$759,283

$25,546,764

$25,703,248

$24,037,219

*Audit conducted by Carter, P.C.
**Includes capital campaign
1
The decrease in Net Assets for 2016 reflects the expenditures and completion of the Space to Erase Hunger capital campaign.

Involving, educating and uniting people in the work of ending hunger in Western North Carolina since 1983.
MANNAFoodBank.org | 828-299-3663

LIKE US
on Facebook

